Top 5 Reasons to Consider
Project Business Automation
How Project Business Automation
renders standalone project management
and PPM software obsolete
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What is Project Business
Automation?
Project Business Automation (PBA) is one end-to-end system that manages all the
business processes for project-driven companies. PBA automates connections and
processes across the core disciplines of project organizations: operational project
management, financial project management, project/portfolio analytics, and
business administration (or back office).
With PBA’s holistic approach to project business,
it subsumes many traditional software
applications within its functionality, including:
• Project Management – which includes WBS,
planning, scheduling, resources
management, capacity management,
subcontracting, risk management,
compliance, etc.
• Project Accounting – which includes CBS,
costing, budgeting, EVM/EVA, etc.
• Spreadsheets – used in various purposes in
project operations, financials, analytics and
reporting
• Project/Program Portfolio Management
(PPM)
• Project or Business Intelligence / Data
Warehouse
• ERP
Other project tools and systems may be integrated into a PBA system, but these
above are the fundamental project functions needed to operate any project-based
enterprise and therefore represent the minimum needed to constitute Project
Business Automation.
Built on top of, or in conjunction with an ERP system, it also includes base ERP
functionality as needed per company, such as the general ledger, procurement, MRP,
inventory, HRM, AP/AR, etc. In this way, PBA encompasses the entire suite of core
business functionality any project-based company needs to operate. Essentially, PBA
turns the ERP into the holistic enterprise system it was meant to be for project-driven
companies.
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Core PBA Functions
To exemplify the core functions of Project Business Automation, we can look at
ADEACA ONE.

Business Platform: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance &
Operations - The Enterprise Edition of this ERP provides the
basis of our Project Business Automation solution ADEACA ONE.
ADEACA utilizes this adaptable and extensible business
application to fulfill digital transformation for project industries.
LEARN MORE
Project Operations – Operational project management becomes
a central component of your ADEACA ONE Project Business
Automation. Project driven companies spend too much time
translating, consolidating and validating data from the myriad of
point solutions they employ to manage their project operations.
With ADEACA ONE PBA your project operations control sits where
it belongs - at the center of your business.
LEARN MORE
Project Financials – Extend basic project accounting with cost
breakdown structures, estimate at completion, earned value
management, change management and cash-flow projections
fully aligned with project operations. To effectively manage your
project financials, you need a solution which sets projects center
stage. ADEACA ONE PBA provides a genuine project centric
solution that eliminates the need for complimentary point
solutions.
LEARN MORE
Project Insight – Real-time project and portfolio analytics made
possible with Project Business Automation supersede the need
for any BI tool. ADEACA ONE's Project Insight brings leaders of
project-driven companies the real-time insight they need to
transform their companies into high-performing enterprises in
their industry.
LEARN MORE
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Why project management software
is no longer enough
For decades project-driven companies have
utilized project management methodology
and software to great advantage. It has
done great things for them, optimizing
many processes within the context of
project operations.
However, as the discipline of project and
program management continues to expand,
and the ethos of project thinking inculcates
every department of project-driven
organizations, there needs to be a system
that supports that evolution. Project
management software cannot do that.

The Siloed Organization

Most project-driven companies still operate
in a siloed manner, where operations,
finance, executive management and back
office departments function separately. This
siloed architecture is perpetuated by
utilizing standalone project management
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software, along with standalone
applications for financials and analytics.
The siloed way in which project industries
tend to think and operate presents three
central obstacles to improved business
performance:
Inability to automate and align the
enterprise
Project-based organizations rely on multiple
point solutions to manage critical business
processes. A typical application setup for a
project-driven company includes at a
minimum a financial backend application, a
scheduling tool, and a range of Excel sheets
and homegrown desktop applications to
manage everything else. Consequently,
project-based organizations find it hard to
align departments, functions, and divisions
because each of them remain separated
from one another.
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Inability to operate and react in real-time
Corporate agility is especially critical in
project industries with often a low degree of
repeatability across projects and high level
of uncertainty. The ability to detect and
react to changing circumstances is crucial to
reducing costs and improving productivity
while meeting client deadlines and
requirements. When business applications
within an enterprise are isolated in separate
silos it requires manual intervention to align
business. If procurement officers, planners,
resource managers, controllers and project
managers operate in separate silos,
enterprises experience, at a minimum, a
delay between events being recorded in one
area and the downstream effect of these
events triggered in other areas. When
interrelated processes are not automatically
aligned, it slows down the organization and
degrades its ability to react fast and
effectively.

your project management system into a
PPM system. This helps managers ascertain
performance to a limited degree, as they
are still separate systems and are built to
utilize data in very different ways. But up
until now with Project Business Automation,
no one solution has brought every part of
the business together in the same system
so that the company can operate seamlessly
on one platform.

Lack of corporate governance
Running your business in a fragmented
application setup makes it very difficult to
implement enterprise-wide common
standards and best practices. When critical
business processes are managed in desktop
applications and spreadsheets, you
effectively rely on individuals rather than
corporate designed guidelines. This
situation results in a low degree of business
process predictability, making it hard to
enforce a scalable and repeatable business
model to generate consistent results.
Moreover, if you cannot manage the
process of getting from A to B you cannot
accurately measure or effectively react to
the process output.

Leaders of project-driven companies can no
longer afford to look at the disciplines of
project management, project financials,
project/portfolio analytics and enterprise
administration as distinct functions. They
need to operate seamlessly together. When
changes are made to a project schedule, the
financial impact of those changes should be
immediately accessible to all stakeholders.
Project Business Automation seamlessly
synthesizes these functions into one system
that automates connections and processes
across all disciplines and departments,
making the organization more efficient,
profitable and agile – in essence more
competitive.

Attempts at “Integration”

Despite advancements in project
management, not much has been
accomplished to enhance the entire project
business. There have been various attempts
to “integrate” data between systems and to
cobble together many different systems to
achieve the needs of the project business.
For example, you may integrate data from
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PBA as the Next Logical Step

Project Business Automation elevates
projects to the center of project-driven
organizations. Project Management or PPM
software cannot address the expanding
responsibilities of project managers, heads
of the PMO and executives at project-driven
companies. As managers increasingly need
to think beyond their own department, PBA
is the logical next step where the projectdriven business needs to go.

Those that don’t embrace and start
planning for the PBA driven future, may find
themselves playing catch up in only a few
short years.
So, what are the top reasons organizations
should consider Project Business
Automation?
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Reason 1: Enforce Best Practices
Best practice, corporate governance,
standardization – there are many ways to
describe what is essentially a predictable
and repeatable way of running a business.
Centralization of business processes within
the single common framework that PBA
provides enables companies to systematize
processes and increase accountability.
When critical business processes are
managed in desktop applications and
spreadsheets the enterprise relies on
individuals to follow corporate guidelines.
Centrally managed policies, rules and
processes promotes disciplined behavior
and enables companies to enforce best
practices across the enterprise and develop
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repeatable and scalable business models,
emphasizing corporate governance rather
than reliance on individual stakeholders.
Standardized business processes lead to
standardized reporting as well. Being able
to effectively analyze your past performance
provides enterprises the insight required to
identify and learn from past mistakes.
Technology thus enables companies to
practice process governance by providing
the framework required to enforce, monitor
and continually improve enterprise-wide
best practices.
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Reason 2: Automate Manual
Processes
Automated processes are nothing new in
project industries, the main issue is that the
automation has been limited to the scope of
individual silos. For instance, point solutions
like Microsoft Project and Primavera P6
have made great strides towards
automating planning or scheduling
processes but are unable to automatically
supply data to interrelated processes like
supply chain activities, MRP, change
management, re-forecasting and cash-flow
projections.

departments and functional silos. This type
of automation is simply not possible without
PBA. These automated connections facilitate
enterprise alignment and process synergies,
enabling companies to operate and react in
real time.

By operating within a single system, Project
Business Automation enables project-based
organizations to implement end-to-end,
automated processes that span across
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Reason 3: Align Operations,
Financials, Analytics and Back Office
The delivery of a project involves many
moving parts including internal resources,
subassemblies, materials, equipment,
subcontractors and vendors, plus financial
constraints which are required to meet
profitability and cash-flow targets.
Managing these components over the
duration of an engagement subject to
frequent changes and adjustments is
challenging at best and near impossible in a
siloed architecture dependent on manual
intervention. Failing to align the
downstream activities creates future
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disruptions and often results in significant
mitigation costs and operational delays.
The introduction of Project Business
Automation means that the alignment of
business activities is automated in real time.
Additionally, financial implications of
operational changes are automatically
captured and reported. The ability to align
the enterprise means fewer surprises, lower
mitigation costs and fewer operational
delays.
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Reason 4:
Real-time
Analytics &
Early Issue
Detection
Projects are by nature high risk activities.
Long duration, complex deliverables and
unique challenges for every engagement
means that every project presents a steep
learning curve. From a visibility perspective,
early detection is key. When holistic project
status reports and KPIs are available in real
time in a Project Business Automation
system, it enables project managers and
other stakeholders to take corrective action
and resolve minor and emerging issues
before they escalate and significantly affect
project performance.
Real-time analytics available in PBA enables
the enterprise to proactively identify and
mitigate risks rather than reactively
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recording events and their financial and
operational impact after the fact, which is
too late to take any kind of meaningful
corrective action.
Far from being reserved to senior
management, visibility must permeate the
enterprise from top to bottom. From
portfolio managers through planners and
controllers to project managers and team
members, all stakeholders must have up-todate intelligence to support their daily
decision-making process and contribute as
effectively as possible towards the
successful delivery of projects.
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Reason 5: Stop Managing Tools,
Start Managing Projects
Stop and think about how much time and
money is spent maintaining disparate
applications and the connections between
them, whether those applications are for
project management, accounting, time &
expense reporting, spreadsheets,
databases, or the ERP. Continuing to keep
information in these separate systems is a
logistical and efficiency detriment to the
business.
IT Headaches
From an IT perspective it means supporting
many applications with different code bases
and infrastructure requirements. It also
requires building and maintaining
interfaces between these applications to
import and export data between them, if
that is even possible in the first place.
PBA eliminates these headaches. Project
Business Automation consolidates all
project business functions into one cloudbased system. No infrastructure needs to be
maintained. No interfaces have to be built.
It all resides in one place. In the case of
ADEACA ONE, it is all under your Microsoft
365 system, accessible and managed
through one pane of glass.
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Data Manipulation
In addition to the IT strain in a disparate
application landscape, controllers and
managers struggle to merge data manually
between systems so that they can generate
relevant reports to manage their projects
and for upper management.
These manual processes take enormous
amounts of time and are prone to error.
PBA eliminates this problem, requiring no
data manipulation and ensures data and
reports are not only in real time, but are
accurate through the direct utilization of
source data.
In most project-driven organizations,
project managers, controllers, PMO
directors and managers end up wasting
precious time and money managing the
tools and connections between them
instead of the projects under their purview.
With Project Business Automation, those
resources can be reclaimed and redeployed
toward more productive ends.
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Conclusion
As we consider the past and future of project
management as a discipline, we can see the
ever-expanding scope under its purview. In
project-driven companies, project
management can no longer be considered a
standalone function, separate from the larger
business. We must integrate it with the rest of
the company if we are to make further
progress in efficiency and productivity in
project industries.
Project Business Automation is the nextgeneration system to enable this evolution.
Similar to other technological consolidations
that took place in other industries and
software sectors that are now common place
tools and systems, such as ERP, CRM and
Marketing Automation, PBA represents an
opportunity for project-driven companies to
do more with less and significantly simplify
their application landscape.
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